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Abstract— Most current depth sensors provide 2.5D range
images in which depth values are assigned to a rectangular
2D array. In this paper we take advantage of this structured
information to build an efficient shape descriptor which is about
two orders of magnitude faster than competing approaches,
while showing similar performance in several tasks involving
deformable object recognition. Given a 2D patch surrounding
a point and its associated depth values, we build the descriptor
for that point, based on the cumulative distances between their
normals and a discrete set of normal directions. This processing
is made very efficient using integral images, even allowing
to compute descriptors for every range image pixel in a few
seconds. The discriminative power of our descriptor, dubbed
FINDDD, is evaluated in three different scenarios: recognition
of specific cloth wrinkles, instance recognition from geometry
alone, and detection of reliable and informed grasping points.
I. INTRODUCTION
Manipulation of highly deformable textile objects in un-
constrained domestic environments is an ability with which
robotic assistants for our homes should be equipped, so they
could perform tasks such as laundry handling, ironing, or
garment folding. Yet, this goal is not easy: the flexibility of
textiles and the ambiguity of their appearance makes it very
difficult to estimate their state at a given time, and therefore
to plan the appropriate actions to carry out the selected task.
Despite its intrinsic difficulty, recent years have seen
significant progress in this field. Some works, like Martin-
Shepard et al. [1] and Cusumano-Towner et al. [2], demon-
strated functional end-to-end systems (albeit in very con-
trolled settings). The proposed systems are able to pick
up a piece of laundry and manipulate it until a desired
configuration is reached. Other approaches are more focused
on the perception capabilities: Miller et al. [3] proposed a
method based on parametrized shape models for estimating
the pose of a crudely spread cloth item. Ramisa et al. [4]
combined appearance and shape descriptors in a bag of
features framework for the task of detecting collars of
polo shirts. Willimon et al. [5] exploited the manipulation
capabilities of a robot to help in a perception task, and
proposed a system to pick up the topmost element of a pile
of clothing, and subsequently classified it using interactive
perception and four basic visual features. However, most
of these works suffer from two important drawbacks that
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Fig. 1: Robotic textile manipulation requires efficient percep-
tion systems to account for the quick configuration changes a
cloth can undergo. We propose the FINDDD shape descriptor
for 2.5D range images, that can be computed very fast. Its
effectiveness is demonstrated in different robotic tasks, such
as that of recognizing good grasping points on a polo shirt,
as shown in the figure.
limit their applicability in everyday environments: a high
computational cost, and perception methods usually designed
ad hoc for particular experimental setups.
In this work we address these two challenging limitations
by proposing the Fast Integral Normal 3D (FINDDD) shape
descriptor, that is both discriminative and very fast to com-
pute. This descriptor can be used as a basic building block
for 3D perception algorithms in robotic tasks that require
very quick decision processes. Textile manipulation is one
of such domains, as the configuration of the garments can
rapidly and arbitrarily change under the action of a robotic
hand (see Figure 1 for some example images).
The core idea behind our approach is to use integral
images to exploit the fact that current depth sensors provide
2.5D range measurements, i.e, depth values arranged in
a structured 2D array. Then, given one such input range
image, FINDDD describes each image patch based on the
cumulative distances between the normal vectors in the
patch, and a discrete set of normal directions that uniformly
sample the upper hemisphere. Both the normal vectors and
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Fig. 2: Steps of the proposed method. The first two images show and input range image (darker means closer) and the normal
vectors (mapped into RGB values) computed from that input image. The third image shows a 3D view of the orientation
bin centers distributed on a unit hemisphere, with the input normal plotted as a purple dot. The gray level of the bin centers
represents the distance between the normal and the center, which is linearly represented in the plot below. The red line
in this plot indicates the distance above whose contribution to the bin centers is 0. The last image shows how the final
descriptor is computed aggregating the votes for all the pixels within each sub-region.
the cumulative distances can be computed very efficiently
with the use of integral images. To the best of our knowledge,
this strategy has not been previously exploited in any of
the recent descriptors typically used in robotics, such as
NARF [6], SHOT [7], PFH [8], or FPFH [9]. On the negative
side, when performing summations over rectangular domains
we lose the 3D proximity constraints, as we might be merg-
ing the information of neighboring pixels at very different
depths. Nevertheless, this is not critical in the domain of
textile manipulation, as usually clothes are laying on top
of a table and there are no strong depth discontinuities. In
fact, as we will show in the experimental section, FINDDD
yields recognitions rates that are very similar to those of
the previously mentioned state-of-the-art descriptors, while
being about two orders of magnitude faster.
Note that our claims with respect to the FINDDD descrip-
tor are restricted to the problem of 3D perception for robotic
textile manipulation, and that it has trade-offs which could
degrade its performance in other domains such as multi-view
rigid object detection or scene categorization.
II. PREVIOUS 3D DESCRIPTORS
With the recent popularity of 3D cameras, a growing
number of local 3D descriptors that could be used for
robotic manipulation tasks have been proposed. However,
they are mostly targeted to rigid objects and unstructured
point clouds, which makes them computationally expensive,
especially when the descriptors need to be densely computed.
Classical 3D descriptors were mostly applied to synthetic
CAD models [10], [11] and worked on unstructured point
clouds. One of the earliest related approaches, also evaluated
on synthetic range images, was proposed in [12], where a
histogram representation of a complete point cloud was built
merging information of the pixel depths, normal orientations
and surface curvatures. More recently, Flint et al. [13]
defined a descriptor for Hessian-based interest points by
accumulating in a histogram the elevation difference of the
normals estimated with different sized planes for all points
in a support region.
Given an unstructured point cloud, the Normal Aligned
Radial Feature (NARF) descriptor [6] first computes a nor-
mal aligned range image centered on an interest point, where
points on a local neighborhood are projected onto a plane
along the normal direction. The descriptor is then built
according to the variation occurring along a number of rays
overlapped onto these images. View-point independence is
achieved by normalizing to a canonical orientation.
Following a similar philosophy as the SIFT descriptor for
2D images, Tombari et al. [7] presented the Signature of
Histograms of OrienTations (SHOT). Given an interest point,
the 3D space at its surrounding is split into a fixed number
of regions, and the descriptor is built based on histograms
of differences between the normal of the points within the
region and the normal of the interest point.
Rusu et al. introduced the Point Feature Histogram
(PFH) [8] descriptor. It is based on four angle relations
computed between every pair of points in a k-neighborhood.
Each relation is accumulated in a 16-dimensional histogram,
yielding a descriptor which is shown to be invariant to
position, orientation and point cloud density. Yet, the cost
of computing n descriptors on a point cloud is O(n · k2).
Subsequently, the same authors proposed the Fast Point Fea-
ture Histograms (FPFH) [9], where instead of computing the
relation between every pair of points in a neighborhood, they
only considered the connection between the point of interest
and its neighbors, and re-weighted the result with descriptor
information from the surrounding points. This reduced the
cost to O(n · k). Despite being faster, the cost to compute a
single FPFH is still large for real-time applications, and it is
not applicable to very dense point clouds or situations where
one might want to compute descriptors covering a large area.
Summarizing, most of the previous descriptors are de-
signed to work in unstructured point clouds, which translates
in that a significant part of the computational cost is asso-
ciated to defining the neighborhood in which the descriptor
has to be computed. This makes that most of them are just
computed for a few points of interest. Note, however, that
computing reliable 3D interest points might be difficult to
accomplish, especially when dealing with 3D data, such as
clothes, that do not contain sharp edges.
In addition, in order to gain invariance to viewpoint,
existing approaches usually define a local reference frame
for each descriptor, which makes re-using computations
for descriptors in nearby locations more complicated and
introduces an additional cost. However, in our scenario we
do not face significant viewpoint changes, but rather simple
one-dimensional orientation changes.
Grasping of a textile with a dexterous hand can be per-
formed by aligning the palm to the main direction of the
principal wrinkle. Different hand orientations are required
for performing the grasp, depending on the orientation of
the wrinkle. This can be resolved by having a unique grasp
parametrized with the local frame, but also as different hand
orientations linked to the different perceptions of the wrinkle,
as it is shown in [14], thus allowing a faster descriptor that
recycles computations to be used. Furthermore, in principle
nothing prevents extending this approach to cover even larger
viewpoint areas.
III. THE FINDDD DESCRIPTOR
We propose a local descriptor for range images or struc-
tured point clouds that takes advantage of the specificities of
a clothes manipulation scenario to be both highly discrim-
inative and very fast to compute. First, since the range of
depth values within the object will be very limited, we can
safely assume that the density of points will be approximately
constant over the whole cloud. Next, given that all points in
a structured point cloud are distributed in an equally spaced
grid or image-like organization, adjacency is well defined.
Finally, given that the perceptions of the robot (and the
actions performed as a consequence of these perceptions)
are intrinsically tied to its current pose, we do not need a
specific reference frame for each descriptor, typically used
to ensure invariance to rotations.
The combination of the above assumptions allow for
very fast computations using integral images. We believe
that for a scenario such as robotic manipulation of textile
objects, a rapid perception cycle may be more relevant than
highly discriminative but very expensive descriptors. Figure
2 summarizes the steps of the method, that will be explained
in more detail in the following paragraphs.
Taking inspiration from the SIFT descriptor [16], we
define the FINDDD as the concatenation of normal vector
(i.e. surface) orientation histograms for several sub-regions
inside a support area around the point of interest. The steps
to compute the descriptor can be summarized as follows:
1) The normal vector of every point in the input structured
point cloud is computed. This step can be made very
fast using integral images.
Fig. 3: Detail of the orientation bins with two example vote
patterns. The purple dot indicates the coordinates of the
normals. 2D voting is usually performed using a grid. The
proposed 3D descriptor uses a parametrized division of the
sphere to create the voting bins to avoid the typical meridian
division that over represents the zone near the north pole.
2) For each normal computed in the previous step, we
construct a vector of size B with the votes based on
the distance between the normal and the neighboring
orientation bin centers.
3) To compute a descriptor, all the previously computed
vectors within a sub-region are added into an orien-
tation histogram. Then, the orientation histograms of
all sub-regions in the support area are concatenated to
form the final descriptor vector.
4) Finally, each descriptor is normalized using the L1
norm to make it robust to different densities in the
number of points (i.e. NaN points, caused by occlu-
sions or noise, are discarded). Like in the case of
SHOT [7], we found it beneficial to keep local density
information by only normalizing at the global level.
A. Orientation Assignment
In order to re-use previously computed data, and in
contrast with other works that also use point normal infor-
mation [7], we do not accumulate the angle between the
normal of every point and the central point of the descriptor
area. Furthermore, since we are dealing with 2.5D data, only
half of the sphere of possible normal orientations has to be
considered, which further reduces the size and computational
cost of the descriptor.
Since the normal vectors are circumscribed to the unit
sphere, a common strategy is to express them as angles
in spherical coordinates (e.g. Hetzel et al [12]). However,
defining the orientation bins in the angular space has some
caveats: first, bins do not cover the same sphere space in all
locations, and are more concentrated around the north pole
(maximum elevation), which leads to an irregular represen-
tation of the normals; second, azimuth information becomes
unstable as we get closer to the maximum elevation point,
and small changes due to noise can easily produce swaps in
the assigned bin.
Instead, we define bins distributed across the entire semi-
sphere in Cartesian coordinates. Precisely, we use the vertex
points generated in a triangular tessellation to obtain a quasi-
regular distribution of the orientation centers (see Figure 3).
One alternative yielding completely regular bins is the ap-
(a) (b)
Fig. 4: (a) Integral images permit computing the sum of any image sub-rectangle with only four basic operations. Keeping one
integral image for each bin of our histogram makes descriptor extraction linear in the number of descriptors. (b) Comparison
of computation time for descriptors extracted densely (every pixel), varying the size of the local region used.
proach of Klaser et al. [15], where points in the sphere
surface are projected onto a platonic solid; however, it has
a limitation on the number of bins, since the platonic solid
with more facets available is the icosahedron (20-sided).
The downside of our representation is a higher cost to
assign a normal to its corresponding bin, because the distance
to the bin centers in the unit half-sphere surface has to be
computed. However, for a reasonably small number of bins,
there is no noticeable slow-down in computation and, if a
larger number of bins is desired (e.g. for data coming from
a very precise 3D sensor), structures like K-D Trees can
significantly accelerate the search.
Increasing the number of orientation bins of the descriptor
improves the angle resolution of the model, and consequently
the accuracy with which surfaces can be represented. How-
ever it also induces aliasing, and sparsity, which degrade
the significance of distances between descriptors. Another
consideration regarding the number of bins is that it must
be adjusted to the level of noise inherent in the input data,
which may otherwise worsen the aliasing problem.
We mitigate these two problems using soft voting to
interpolate between different bins. Moreover, the distribution
of the orientations of the normals can be more accurately
captured in this way, and that has been shown to increase
the robustness of local descriptors by avoiding the aliasing
problems of hard assignment [16]. Precisely, we allow each
normal to contribute to all bins closer than a unit of histogram
bin spacing.
B. Efficient Computation Using Integral Images
As mentioned earlier, by using structured point clouds, it is
possible to take advantage of integral images1, and make the
computational cost linear in the final number of descriptors:
only O(4 · o · n · s) operations, where s is the fixed number
of spatial sub-divisions (typically 16, for a 4 × 4 grid), o is
the number of orientation bins we are considering and n the
number of descriptors to extract from the point cloud. We
1This is the name by which the technique of summed-area tables has
become popular in the computer vision community, and is used here for
this reason. This technique is in fact applicable to any matrix-like object
(structured point clouds in our case).
use integral images both to compute the normal vectors2 and
to perform the aggregation of the votes for every orientation
bin and sub-region of the descriptor.
An integral image [17] is a representation of the integral
of the pixel values, and is computed in the following way:
I(i, j) = M(i, j) + I(i− 1, j) + I(i, j− 1)− I(i− 1, j− 1),
where I is the integral image, M is the original image we
want to perform summations on, and i and j are sub-indexes
that iterate all the rows and columns of the image. If one
sub-index becomes negative, the term is removed. Then, the
orientation histogram for any sub-region of the image can be
computed by performing only four basic operations for each
orientation bin (see Figure 4a):
Σ = Q1 +Q2−Q3−Q4,
where Σ is the sum of all the pixels inside the rectangle in
Figure 4a, and Q1 to Q4 are the values of the integral image
at their given position in the figure. In our case, to compute
the descriptors, one integral image is necessary for each
orientation bin, where we will accumulate the occurrences
of normals falling into it from the top-left to the bottom-
right corner of the structured point cloud. Consequently, the
cost of constructing the integral images is O(o · p), where p
is the total number of points in the point cloud.
Figure 4b shows a comparison of the computational time
required to extract a descriptor for every point of a 640×480
structured point cloud using a 3Ghz Linux machine. Note
that in the case where integral images are not used, the
neighborhood information provided by the structured point
cloud is still used and, in an unstructured point cloud, we
would require an extra step of searching for the nearest
neighbors of each point in which we want to compute a
descriptor. This would require typically using a K-D tree for
nearest neighbor search, at an additional cost of O(log(q))
for each descriptor, where q is the number of points in the
point cloud, plus O(q · log(q)) for building the tree once.
2To compute the normal vectors using integral images, we use the
implementation in the PCL library.
TABLE I: Comparison of the computational cost of the
evaluated descriptors on a 3Ghz Linux machine. Result
obtained extracting a descriptor for every point in a 640×480
structured point cloud (average of 10 runs). Parameter B
for FINDDD stands for the number of orientation bins
considered. Column Time shows the time spent computing
the descriptors for the whole point cloud, and column Time
per desc the average time for a single descriptor.
Descriptor Time (s) Time per desc. (ms)
FINDDD (B=13) 4.0 0.0153
FINDDD (B=41) 10.5 0.0402
SHOT 482.5 1.98
FPFH 313.5 1.28
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the FINDDD, we per-
formed four tests: An efficiency assessment where we com-
pared against state-of-the-art descriptors, a wrinkle retrieval
experiment, a classification of garments made of different
textile materials, and an informed grasping point selection.
A. Efficiency Assessment
To evaluate the computational cost of our descriptor, we
measured the time necessary to extract a descriptor for every
point of a 640×480 point cloud acquired with a Kinect range
camera. Points at the edge of the point cloud, without enough
neighbors for the support region, were discarded. Using more
orientation bins increases the number of integral images that
have to be constructed and the operations to compute each
sub-region. Consequently, we have tested the method with
13 and 41 orientation bins. These will be the same values
we will use in the recognition experiments we report in the
following sections.
Two other state-of-the-art descriptors, SHOT and FPFH3,
are also evaluated to provide a reference to our results. The
setup is the same as the one used for our descriptor, but in
this case points with a NaN value in any coordinate were
filtered out from the input point cloud as advised in the
documentation of the descriptors.
Table I shows the results of the comparison. Note that
FINDDD, in both its configurations, is two orders of mag-
nitude faster than both FPFH and SHOT. We will next show
that the recognition rates when characterizing textiles, are
very similar for all methods.
B. Wrinkle Retrieval
We perform an initial evaluation of the proposed descriptor
performance on an in-house dataset containing 640 × 480
Kinect RGB-D images of a polo shirt showing one of eight
distinct manually produced wrinkles (see Figure 5). Five
repetitions of each wrinkle were acquired, and the relevant
wrinkle area in each image was annotated by hand. Then, we
extracted pixel-wise descriptors for each image, and selected
the center of gravity of the annotation as the representative
3Both descriptors were computed using the Point Cloud Library (PCL)
1.5, and with the parameters suggested in the tutorials of the library.
Fig. 5: Samples of two wrinkles from the dataset; three repe-
titions of each one are shown (column-wise). The annotated
wrinkle area can be seen encircled in red.
for the particular wrinkle and image. We also stored a fixed
number of descriptors from random points in the annotated
regions for additional testing.
Using this dataset we evaluate the retrieval performance
of FINDDD. The distance to a query descriptor is used to
re-order all the descriptors in the dataset, and the average
precision of the resulting list is computed. The test is
repeated for every instance of every wrinkle type, and the
mean average precision is reported. The same queries are
performed in two databases: one where only the represen-
tative descriptors are present, and another that additionally
contains the descriptors from all the previously selected
random points, labeled according to the instance they are
drawn from. We also evaluated the performance of FPFH
and the SHOT descriptors in the same way. The results of
this test can be seen in Table II.
From the results in the table it can be seen that, in
our textile manipulation setup, our proposed descriptor is
able to correctly characterize and recognize wrinkles with a
performance similar or even superior to that of state-of-the-
art descriptors like FPFH or SHOT. It is also noticeable that
being able to use a large enough support region is essential to
properly characterize a textile wrinkle, which our descriptor
is able to do at no additional computational cost. Finally, we
see that when 41 orientation bins are used, aliasing causes
some degradation in the results, but also that soft voting
compensates for this and is able to maintain the performance.
C. Garment Recognition
We also compared the proposed descriptor with FPFH and
SHOT in a class recognition task consisting in distinguishing
TABLE II: Results of a wrinkle retrieval experiment. B
stands for the number of orientation bins used, S for the side
(in pixels) of the support region, and SV shows if soft voting
was used or not (True/False). Column Rep shows the mean
average precision of the test where only the representative
points were used, while column Ext shows the results for
the test that included the additional random points.
Descriptor B S SV Rep Ext
FINDDD 13 21 T 48.9 59.8
13 21 F 45.6 52.2
13 43 T 66.2 80.5
13 43 F 64.6 80.6
13 65 T 68.2 85.9
13 65 F 68.9 86.1
41 21 T 48.8 61.2
41 21 F 46.6 57.1
41 43 T 66.8 82.2
41 43 F 61.8 77.6
41 65 T 68.8 86.0
41 65 F 64.3 81.8
FPFH 47.2 62.0
SHOT 40.2 50.6
clothes made of different types of textile materials based on
the wrinkles they produce. We used the publicly available
IRI Clothing Part dataset4, that contains RGB-D images of
six classes of garments.
We split the dataset in two parts (70% train and 30%
test), and represented the images using bag of features
(BOF) models of size 512. Then we trained a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with either linear or RBF-
χ2 kernel on the BOF for each textile material class. The
average precision obtained by FINDDD (13 orientations and
43-pixel sided support regions), FPFH and SHOT descriptors
in this test can be seen in Table III. As can be observed,
the performance of FINDDD is comparable to that of the
two state-of-the-art descriptors. The superior performance
with the polo is attributable to the higher number of training
samples for that category.
Note that this test is not directly comparable to the recent
work by Willimon et al. [18], since they are doing clothing
classification with a dataset focused on intra-class variation
using a sophisticated approach containing both appearance
and depth information, as well as mid-level feature infor-
mation, while here we are distinguishing between different
exemplar garments using only depth information.
D. Informed Grasping Point Selection
Finally, we used the FINDDD descriptor to refine the final
grasping location in the polo collar detection pipeline of
Ramisa et al. [4]. The objective is to ensure that the polo
shirt is grasped from the lapel of the collar, so it can be
automatically hanged on a clothes hook hanger.
The collar detection method predicts bounding boxes that
are likely to contain the collar of a polo shirt, but a generic
“graspability” measure is used to determine the final grasping
point within the bounding box [4]. On the contrary, the task
4http://www.iri.upc.edu/groups/perception/
clothing_dataset/
TABLE III: Average precision obtained by the different
descriptors in the garment recognition task.
Linear SVM RBF-χ2 SVM
Garment FINDDD SHOT FPFH FINDDD SHOT FPFH
Dress 37.5 25.5 51.2 66.8 61.9 67.6
Shirt 41.7 41.2 45.1 54.5 72.9 79.7
T-Shirt 71.8 58.1 68.9 84.7 70.1 76.5
Jeans 41.5 33.4 58.1 72.9 65.1 77.9
Polo 85.2 64.7 71.6 96.0 83.7 77.6
Sweater 44.8 36.5 80.1 84.6 92.1 93.7
Average 53.7 43.2 62.5 76.6 74.3 78.8
of hanging the polo on a hook hanger is greatly simplified
if the robot is able to grasp the polo by the lapel. In this
experiment we use our proposed descriptor to automatically
select a grasping point on the lapel of the polo using a
RBF-χ2 SVM classifier trained on descriptors from a few
polo images conveniently annotated as lapel/non-lapel. The
test was attempted 30 times, and from the cases where the
collar was correctly detected (76%), a point in the lapel could
be correctly located 82.6% of the times. Some positive and
negative examples can be seen in Figure 6.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we have presented a novel shape descriptor
for range images and structured point clouds, designed for
robotic manipulation of textile objects, that trades invariance
to point of view for very fast computation thanks to the use
of integral images.
The proposed descriptor has been evaluated through dif-
ferent tests, yielding good results and with a performance
comparable or even better than other state-of-the-art 3D
descriptors in the particular domain of perception for robotic
manipulation of textile objects.
Regarding future work we plan to evaluate the FINDDD
descriptor within a robotic manipulation pipeline. In ad-
dition, we are investigating multiple-cue tracking method-
ologies [19], [20] to merge the proposed geometry-based
descriptor with appearance-based ones, especially with those
which are specifically designed to handle non-rigid deforma-
tions [21] and occlusions [22], situations typically encoun-
tered when manipulating clothes.
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